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The specific gray shades in a visual scene can be derived from relative luminance values only when an
anchoring rule is followed. The double-anchoring theory I propose in this article, as a development of the
anchoring theory of Gilchrist et al. (1999), assumes that any given region (a) belongs to one or more
frameworks, created by Gestalt grouping principles, and (b) is independently anchored, within each
framework, to both the highest luminance and the surround luminance. The region’s final lightness is a
weighted average of the values computed, relative to both anchors, in all frameworks. The new model
accounts not only for all lightness illusions that are qualitatively explained by the anchoring theory but
also for a number of additional effects, and it does so quantitatively, with the support of mathematical
simulations.
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All at once his white shirt blazed out, and I came out after him from
shadow into full sunlight. . .

—Ursula LeGuin, The Left Hand of Darkness

Our visual world can be treated as a collection of groups of
surfaces that belong together, either by design, like the black and
white stripes on the zebra’s back or the four regions in Figure 1A,
or by accident, like the combination of sky fragments and tree
branches through my window every morning at eight o’clock.
Groups such as these have been called frameworks (Gilchrist et al.,
1999). Depending on the structural complexity of its context, a
region can simultaneously belong to two or more nested frame-
works, as is indeed the case with most objects in our visual
experience. In the example of Figure 1A, what we may call the
global framework (by temporarily ignoring the page and the vis-
ible rest of the room) is composed of two side-by-side local
frameworks, each containing a gray patch on a uniform back-
ground. The interesting aspect of this familiar display is that the
two patches are the same physical shade of gray, but the one in the
black field appears lighter than the other. In spite of its apparent
irrelevance to the issue of lightness, the multiple-framework idea,

developed by Gilchrist and his collaborators, explains precisely
why this should be so.

The model says that the lightness of any given surface is a
weighted average of the lightness of the surface when anchored to
its local framework and the lightness of the surface when anchored
to the global framework. These frameworks are nested, that is, the
local framework is included in the global. Within each framework,
the role of anchor is assigned to the highest luminance, which is
locally given a value of white. A corollary rule applies to the case
in which the darker region takes up more than half of the visual
field. In this case, such a region tends to lighten, and the larger it
becomes, the lighter it appears.

Why do we need to assume that the apparently effortless
judgment of the lightness of a gray patch must be the result of
such complex computations? We do because a region’s light-
ness (its perceived achromatic color) does not correspond in any
direct way to its luminance (the amount of light it emits or
reflects). For that matter, its luminance does not correspond in
any direct way to its physical gray shade either. Any given
luminance value conflates the contributions not only of the
actual gray shade of a surface (which can vary by a factor of 30
to 1) but also, and especially, of the intensity of the light that
shines on it (which can vary by a factor of 1 billion to 1).
Because these two allotments can never be torn apart, the
information carried by luminance is hopelessly uncertain. Such
local uncertainty cannot be reduced other than by taking in a
wider portion of the visual scene (and with it more information
about the prevailing illumination conditions) when assessing
lightness. This explains why any given luminance value can be
perceived as virtually any shade of gray—all the way from
black to white— depending on its context (Gelb, 1929).

Taking the context into account can become computationally
simple if the starting point is the estimate not of luminance values
but of luminance ratios between parts of the scene (Wallach,
1948). Yet luminance ratios are as ambiguous as everything else,
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because they can only produce lightness ratios (of the bizarre form,
this figure is three times as light as its background) rather than the
familiar absolute lightness values (of the form, this figure is dark
gray and its background is black). This is where an anchoring rule
must be called into play. An anchoring rule establishes a point of
contact between relative luminance values and the black-to-white
scale of lightnesses. In Gilchrist et al.’s (1999) model, this point of
contact joins the highest luminance in the scene and the value of
white on the lightness scale.

In an achromatic world, then, the region with the highest lumi-
nance will be unambiguously seen as white and all other regions
will be perceived as shades of gray, depending on their luminance

ratio to such white. In the global framework of Figure 1A, the big
light area on the right works as an anchor, and the two small
patches are assigned identical gray values relative to it. In the local
frameworks, however, the lightness assignments are different for
the two targets: gray for the one on the right (which gets compared
to the same anchor), and white for the one on the left, because,
being the highest luminance of its local framework, it works as the
local anchor. Thus the target on the light background is globally
gray and locally gray, whereas the target on the black background
is globally gray and locally white. When the local and global
values are combined in a weighted average, the latter target will
yield a perceptually lighter gray.

Figure 1. Simultaneous lightness contrast with one increment and one decrement (A, top panel), with two
decrements (B, middle panel), and with two increments (C, bottom panel).
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Suppose now that both targets are luminance increments relative
to their backgrounds, as in Figure 1C. The anchoring model
requires that this display show no contrast at all (Gilchrist et al.,
1999). The two incremental targets have identical lightness assign-
ments not only globally but also locally, because each is the
highest luminance (and thus white) within its local framework.1

This prediction is wrong, though, as shown by Figure 2. The
four horizontal rows of diamonds are physically the same white as
the page. Being the highest luminance in the whole image, they
necessarily represent the highest luminance in their local frame-
works, no matter how such frameworks are defined. The diamonds
should thus have identical lightness assignments both globally and
locally; yet, the diamonds that represent a larger increment relative
to the luminance that immediately surrounds them look whiter than
those that represent a smaller increment.

The Christmas wall-of-blocks points to a problem with the
anchoring theory’s basic tenet that the lightest region can have no
lightness value other than white. The theory acknowledges that the
lightest region can take on additional qualities, such as luminosity,
but only as a consequence of an increase in the area of the dark

surround. This idea is expressed more formally with the so-called
“area rule”: The darker area in a simple framework, if it is also the
larger, moves toward white, pushing the lighter region toward
luminosity (Gilchrist et al., 1999; Li & Gilchrist, 1999). Yet,
highest-luminance regions can look off-white, white, fluorescent,
or even luminous regardless of the areas of their surrounds (Bres-
san & Actis-Grosso, 2001), as shown by the mutable appearance of
the moon in the evening sky (Bressan, 2005).

The variant of the anchoring theory I describe in this article
originated as an attempt to reconcile the principle of anchoring to

1 Consistent with such expectation, a few studies (e.g., Arend & Spehar,
1993; Gilchrist, 1988; Heinemann, 1955) found no contrast effect with
double increments. On the basis of their own data, Bressan and Actis-
Grosso (2001) have argued that such a failure was due to the choice of
luminances and, more specifically, to a surround luminance that was too
high (as in Gilchrist, 1988) or to a target luminance that was too low (as in
Arend & Spehar, 1993, and Heinemann, 1955). Indeed, Bressan and
Actis-Grosso (2001) found no significant double-increment effects for the
luminances used in previous works.

Figure 2. The Christmas wall-of-blocks, that is, a wall-of-blocks as after a snowfall. The tops of all blocks
(four horizontal rows of diamonds) are equally white. This is my version of Logvinenko’s (1999) figure, which
is, in turn, a modified version of Adelson’s (1993) “wall-of-blocks” where the sides of the blocks are not uniform
but filled with a luminance gradient. In the version I introduce here, the tops of all blocks represent increments.
The illusion is all the more impressive in that the actual luminance differences between the ends of each gradient
can be fairly subtle.
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the highest luminance with the existence of double-increment
illusions. The new model includes an additional anchor and is
thereby able, first, to explain all the data explained by the original
model with fewer ad hoc assumptions (e.g., dispensing with con-
cepts such as scale normalization or insulation) and, second, to
account for a number of empirical findings that the original model
left unexplained. Examples of the latter are simultaneous contrast
with incremental targets; several data on remote and reverse con-
trast, bipartite domes, equivalent backgrounds, and the staircase
Gelb effect; hypercompression; insulation; lightness enhancement
in subjective figures; lightness of objects under two separate
illumination levels; the influence of depicted illumination on light-
ness; modulation of lightness by attention; and individual differ-
ences in lightness assessment.

In the double-anchoring model, the first anchor is the highest
luminance, and the second is the surround luminance. I shall argue
that anchoring to the highest luminance evolved for interpreting
luminance changes due to surface colors, and anchoring to the
surround luminance evolved for interpreting luminance changes
due to light sources.

Essence of Double Anchoring

The new model proposes that, within each framework, the
lightness of the target region is determined not only by its lumi-
nance ratio to the highest luminance (HL step) but also by its
luminance ratio to the surround luminance (surround step). Be-
cause they are anchors, highest luminance and surround luminance
are defined as white. The weighted average of these two luminance
ratios is the territorial lightness of that region in that framework.
(Of course, the term lightness is used improperly here, given that
it does not coincide with a percept.) The final lightness value of the
target region is the weighted average of all its territorial light-
nesses. A surround-as-white rule was advocated by Gilchrist and
Bonato in 1995 and was eventually repudiated on account of its
alleged failure to capture several important data (Bonato & Gil-
christ, 1999; Li & Gilchrist, 1999). As we shall see, the reinter-
pretation of this rule in the double-anchoring model is perfectly
consistent with those data.

In the double-anchoring model, the concept of surround departs
a little from its intuitive meaning. The surround is defined as any
region that groups with the figure. For this reason, a surround need
not be retinally adjacent to the figure. For example, each window
on the front of a building belongs to two separate frameworks. One
is founded on the Gestalt principle of proximity, in its strong form
of adjacency, and consists of the window plus the face of the
building. In this framework, the face of the building (the wall)
serves as surround. The other is sustained by the Gestalt principle
of shape similarity and consists of the window plus all the other
windows. In this framework, it is these windows that serve as
surround. Whether the color of these other windows visibly affects
the color of the target window will depend on the balance between
the grouping forces at play in the two coexisting frameworks (see
Figure 9). This example makes it clear that the condition of being
a figure is a contingent, and not an inherent, property of a region.
The window that plays figure at this instant in time will serve as
surround when I move my gaze toward a different window, an
instant from now.

In the natural world, any given framework may be thought of as
being composed of figure and surround. In special (impoverished)
conditions, the visual scene may comprise one or more surrounds
only. This occurs when we look at the empty sky, for example: a
single framework consisting of just one surround and no figure. In
Gilchrist’s laboratory, a similar condition is created when partic-
ipants place their heads inside a large illuminated hemispherical
dome uniformly painted black or gray. When a sector of the dome
is painted a different shade of gray, the dome turns into a single
framework composed of two surrounds, as we shall see later. Any
region that has no fully delimited boundaries (such as an empty
sky) is always, in the language of the model, a surround.

Frameworks: What They Are and What They Mean

Which are the relevant frameworks in a scene? Usually we need
to consider only two: local and peripheral. The local framework of
a figure consists of the figure and its immediate surround. The
peripheral framework links the figure to the rest of the visual field.
In the double-anchoring model, these two frameworks are not
nested. Hence, the peripheral framework does not contain the
luminance of the local surround. This distinction between local
framework and peripheral framework (rather than global, as in the
original anchoring model) is similar to the one made by Kardos
(1934) between “relevant” and “foreign” fields. Kardos was the
first to suggest that the lightness of a target is determined not only
by the target’s framework but also by an external framework.

In case of complex displays, we occasionally need to take into
account additional, intermediate frameworks between the local and
peripheral ones (called superlocal). In general, we can ignore
assignments for all frameworks higher than local on the grounds
that they will simply dilute, but never reverse, the effects generated
in the local frameworks. In some displays, however, targets can
receive identical values in their local frameworks and different
values in superlocal frameworks. When this is the case, the latter
assignments need to be taken into account. An especially clear
example is remote contrast, which will be discussed later.

The frameworks to which a target belongs are determined by the
spatial and photometric grouping factors that link the target to the
other regions in the scene. Examples of spatial factors are prox-
imity (e.g., Ben-Av & Sagi, 1995), whose strong form is adja-
cency; common region (Palmer, 1992), which is the tendency of
elements located within the same closed region of space to group
together; alignment or “good continuation,” whose strong form is
the T-junction (e.g., Todorović, 1997); depth similarity (e.g., Go-
gel & Mershon, 1969), whose strong form is coplanarity; and
shape similarity (e.g., Ben-Av & Sagi, 1995).

Examples of photometric factors are luminance polarity and
similarity (e.g., Masin, 2003a). Luminance polarity means that,
other grouping forces being equal, grouping will tend to occur
preferentially between regions with the same contrast sign. Lumi-
nance similarity means that, other grouping forces being equal,
grouping will tend to occur preferentially with the region, or
regions, whose luminance is closer to the target’s luminance.
When luminance polarity and luminance similarity are pitted
against each other, grouping is predominantly affected by either
the former or the latter for some observers but is equally affected
by both for others, as is shown very clearly by Masin (2003a).
When luminance polarity and luminance similarity concur, the
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resulting groups can be remarkably strong. Different regions shar-
ing a common illumination, either in light or in shade, are the most
notable example of such groups.

Frameworks created by “hard” grouping principles, such as
those listed previously, tend to behave as stable entities and are
little or not at all affected by voluntary control. Frameworks can
also be sustained by “soft” grouping principles, such as attention or
past experience, or can be based on a compelling grouping force,
say adjacency, but weakened by another grouping force pushing in
the opposite direction, say binocular disparity values indicating
separation in depth. In the context of lightness experiments, un-
stable or conflicting frameworks are likely to reveal interindividual
differences (due, for example, to variations in attention, fixation
patterns, experience, or interpretation of the task demands) and
potentially also intraindividual differences, under the form of
variability across stimulus repetitions or sessions (Bressan, 2006).

It should be clear from the previous discussion that, in the
model, frameworks are only a convenient way of expressing the
idea that each point in a scene is influenced by every other point,
and that the strength of this influence hinges on some affinity
measure between the points, that is, on how strongly they “group”
with each other. Other things being equal, for example, nearby
points matter more than distant points (proximity), and same-
disparity points matter more than different-disparity points (copla-
narity). Here we aggregate all identical points into a “region” and
treat that as a unity. The concept of frameworks is therefore not
really necessary, but it makes life simpler.

Overlay Frameworks

It has been repeatedly argued (e.g., Logvinenko & Ross, 2005)
that some illusions must be due to a misjudgment of apparent
illumination and cannot possibly be handled by anchoring theories.
Such positions are based on the erroneous notion that frameworks
function solely as adjoining pieces of a flat mosaic, a misunder-
standing that stems from the assumption that grouping processes
operate only at the level of the retinal image. However, all the
available evidence (see Palmer, Brooks & Nelson, 2003, for a
thorough review) shows that grouping occurs at least twice, once
before and once after depth and constancy processing have been
completed. “Late” (or top-down) grouping alters the content of the
visual representation according to attributes typical of three-
dimensional objects and layouts, rather than of two-dimensional
patches.

An especially instructive case of late grouping concerns what I
will call overlay frameworks. Two adjacent frameworks give rise
to an overlay framework when some grouping factor (usually
photometric, such as luminance polarity or similarity) joins regions
within them, while some other grouping factor (typically, good
continuation) joins regions across them. Overlay frameworks are
thus the superordinate level of a nested hierarchy. They give rise
to the visual impression of overlapping layers, of which the closer
appears as transparent and the farther appears as seen through it. I
call this grouping late in the sense that it builds on the “early”
grouping of patches into standard frameworks and that it goes back
to update the lightness assessment of each patch by splitting it into
two separate values. The first is the lightness of the patch at the
farther depth plane (the surface seen through the overlay), and the

second is the lightness of the patch at the closer depth plane (the
transparent overlay).

In its strong form, this type of grouping is embodied by
X-junctions (see Adelson, 2000), but junctions are indispensable
only to the extent that they are needed for grouping purposes. If
regions lying in two adjacent standard frameworks group together
anyway (e.g., by alignment or shape similarity), an overlay frame-
work can be generated in the absence of junctions. In the natural
world, transparent or translucent media (such as unclean waters,
haze, or smoke) and sharp or gradual variations in illumination
(such as spotlights, shadows, or lighting ramps) give rise to over-
lay frameworks.

Overlay frameworks have two important effects on their com-
ponent frameworks: They make them especially stable (elements
are said to form stable groups when they are difficult or impossible
to ungroup or are unavailable for alternative groupings), and they
make them especially strong (weightier in the final average). The
latter property stems from the former and reflects the general
principle that regions grouping with the target in a stable, depend-
able manner (say, by common illumination) influence it more than
regions grouping with it ephemerally and unreliably (say, by
contiguous eye fixations).

Overlay frameworks normally arise from adjoining frameworks
but can, in their limiting case, be founded on a single simple
framework. A familiar example is a cast shadow on an otherwise
homogeneous area, such as a snow field. The role of top-down
grouping in creating overlay frameworks where grouping forces
other than proximity are missing is obvious. At the retinal level,
there is, of course, no information as to whether the less luminant
region is part of an overlay framework (e.g., it is a shadow) or of
a standard framework (e.g., it is a patch of dirty snow). Upon
creation of a standard framework, such a region would be assessed
relative to the white snow (highest luminance and surround) and
matched to dark gray. Upon creation of an overlay framework,
however, the same region receives two separate lightness assess-
ments, one at each depth plane, returning a sense of white snow
under a shadow.

Rationale of Frameworks

The fundamental assumption of an anchoring model is that
recovering the color of objects does not require complex infer-
ences about the illuminant. We only need to assess the target
luminance relative to some reference luminance of “known” light-
ness. Say that we choose as such anchor the highest luminance and
call it white. In a flat, uniformly lit world this would be enough,
but, because the amount of light that hits them varies, regions must
be anchored within their local illumination level also (if they were
not, our estimates would be grossly mistaken; for example, objects
in the shadow may appear black). I suggest that such local gauging
is accomplished by grouping the target with regions that are likely
to share the same illumination and anchoring it to the luminance
that, within the group, is labeled as “white.” To parse the scene into
groups, we do not need to know about the illuminant, but we use
a set of crude rules: proximity, depth similarity, alignment, lumi-
nance polarity and similarity, and so on. In nature, regions that
share these properties are likely to be equally illuminated.

Yet the final estimate needs to be global, not local. If not, the
lightness of objects would be inescapably linked to their groups’
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local “whites,” with the result that, for example, an object that
moves onto a background darker than itself would actually turn
white. What we do, then, is assess the target relative to both the
local “white” (which yields an estimate of the target’s lightness
under the local illumination) and the peripheral “white” (which
yields an estimate of the target’s lightness under the nonlocal
illumination). We reach a global estimate of the “true” color of the
target simply by averaging these two territorial estimates, weighted
by their reliability. In the language of the model, these two groups
are the local framework and the peripheral framework.

Formal Rules of Double Anchoring

Double Anchoring and Weighting Within Frameworks

In single-framework images, the lightness of a target (defined as
its matching luminance on a white surround) is the result of the
independent application of the surround and highest-luminance
rules. Surround and highest luminance are regarded as white, and
the appearance of the target depends on its relationship to both
regions, according to the formula

LM � �Lt/Ls � Lt/Lh� � Lw, (1)

where LM is the predicted matching luminance on white, Lt is the
luminance of the target, Ls is the luminance of the surround, Lh is
the highest luminance in the framework, and Lw is the luminance
of white. The luminance of (the region that is treated as) white is
not fixed, of course, but depends on the contextual luminances.
Usually it is the highest luminance in the visual field.

The resulting lightness LM, or any of the intermediate “light-
nesses,” can be larger than the lightness of white. We will call this
superwhite. Superwhite values should always be read as if placed
on an ordinal, rather than an interval, scale.

The two ratios of Equation 1, of course, need to be appropriately
weighted to express the relative importance of the surround and
HL steps. The final lightness value of a target in a simple image is
therefore the weighted arithmetic mean of the values computed at
the two steps, that is

LM � ��Lt/Ls � Ws � Lt/Lh � Wh�/�Ws � Wh�� � Lw, (2)

where Ws is the weight of the surround step, and Wh is the weight
of the HL step. A number of factors can affect this balance. The
relative weight of the surround step is, most notably, a direct
function of (a) the size of the surround relative to the target
(weight/area rule); (b) the articulation of the surround, that is, the
number of different regions it contains (weight/articulation rule);
and (c) the absolute luminance of the surround (weight/luminance
rule). In simpler words, a large, articulated, and well-lighted sur-
round makes for a heavier anchor, reflecting the fact that, in nature,
it makes for a context that is richer in information and thus more
reliable.

Weighting Between Frameworks

The final lightness of a target in a scene containing two frame-
works, local and peripheral, can be expressed as:

LM � ��T1 � W1 � Tp � Wp�/�W1 � Wp�� � Lw, (3)

where Wl and Wp are the weights given to the local and peripheral
frameworks, and Tl and Tp are the territorial lightnesses in the local
and peripheral frameworks. For simplicity (given this is mathe-
matically equivalent), each territorial lightness is determined here
by applying Equation 2 without the multiplication by Lw, and this
multiplication is done instead at the final computation stage.

The strength of a framework (operationally, the weight assigned
to it) is a function, first, of its relative size, articulation, and
absolute luminance; second, of the number and type of spatial and
photometric grouping factors that make the target belong to it.

Double anchoring within each framework is a necessity only in
principle. For the practical purpose of data modeling, it is indis-
pensable in local frameworks but not in the peripheral framework,
where the contribution of surround anchoring is typically so small
as to be negligible. Hence, in all calculations presented in this
article, double anchoring will be applied in local and superlocal
frameworks and simple highest-luminance anchoring in peripheral
frameworks.

Testing the Model: Simultaneous Lightness Contrast

The double-anchoring model will now be tested by pitting its
predictions against those of the original anchoring model. This will
be done not only for the anchoring model’s predictive failures,
such as simultaneous contrast with double increments, but also and
especially for its predictive successes. Whenever quantitative data
are available, I shall rely on the luminance or reflectance values
used in the experiments and give precise predictions (full calcu-
lations are provided in Appendixes A–D), which can be compared
with the actual results. If the data to be modeled are expressed as
reflectances, rather than as luminances, I will simply replace
luminance values with reflectance values and calculate RM (match-
ing reflectance on white) rather than LM. There was no quantitative
modeling in Gilchrist et al. (1999); this is the first attempt to do so
within an anchoring theory.

In all the simulations presented in this article, the predicted
values are obtained by choosing the optimal weight for the local
framework relative to the peripheral framework, and the optimal
weight of local surround anchoring relative to local highest-
luminance anchoring, to allow a fit as close as possible to the
observed data. Although the fine-tuning is done by adjustment, the
choice of weights is not arbitrary but is always consistent with the
weighting rules illustrated earlier, as we shall see. Of course the
same weights are used for all points, which produces one single
slope (and not just any slope).2

The simplest lightness illusion is called simultaneous lightness
contrast and comes in the three variants of Figure 1. Relative to the
luminance of their backgrounds, the two physically identical target
patches can be one increment and one decrement as in Figure 1A,
two decrements as in Figure 1B, or two increments as in Figure
1C. From a double-anchoring stance, the effects observed in the
three types of display are of a different nature and strength.
Contrast effects are predicted to be largest with one increment and
one decrement. The decrement is anchored to its surround, which
is also the highest luminance (see Figure 3, top row), whereas the
increment is white at the HL step and superwhite at the surround

2 All simulations are available on request.
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step (Figure 3, bottom row). If the decrement sits on white (making
for the largest possible contrast effect), then locally we have a gray
target versus a superwhite target.

We expect a much smaller effect with two decrements: They are
both anchored to their surrounds, which also have the highest
luminance. So, the two targets do receive different values (at both
steps), but neither target is white or superwhite. If one of the two
decrements sits on white (making for the largest possible contrast
effect), locally we have a gray target versus a lighter-gray target.
We predict an even smaller effect with two increments: They are
both white at the HL step and stand apart at the surround step only,
where they receive different values of superwhite. If one of the two

increments sits on black (making for the largest possible contrast
effect), then locally we have a superwhite target versus a less-
superwhite target.

The traditional simultaneous lightness contrast display of Figure
1A is simply a combination of the strongest case for decremental
targets (white surround) with the strongest case for incremental
targets (black surround). We will now see in detail how the
double-anchoring model predicts the effect of surround luminance
on decremental and incremental targets, respectively, by fitting
Equation 3 to actual experimental data. The model suggests that
lightness illusions occurring in local frameworks, and not helped
by peripheral anchoring, can be strengthened by eliminating the
peripheral frameworks. This condition can be approximated by
presenting a luminous or especially illuminated display in the dark,
which does not completely eliminate the peripheral framework but
reduces its relative weight by drastically decreasing its articulation
and absolute luminance. For this reason, the data modeled here
were collected by presenting, on a computer screen, displays that
took up most of the observer’s visual field, in a darkened room that
was entirely painted flat black.

Simultaneous Contrast With Decremental Targets

In this experiment (Guadagnucci, 2002) 50 observers used the
method of adjustment to vary the luminance of a decremental test
square, centered on a white background, to match the achromatic
color of a decremental comparison square, centered on a variable
background. (See the caption of Figure 4 for a concise description
of the method.)

Here, as in Figure 1B, the local framework of each square is the
background on which it sits (grouping by adjacency), and the
peripheral framework is the background nearby (grouping by
proximity). Figure 4 shows mean test luminances as a function of
comparison luminances for three different luminances of the vari-
able background, together with the values predicted by the double-
anchoring model (Equation 3) under a local:peripheral weighting
of 3:7. Note that, in the case examined here, the contrast effect is
fully brought about by either highest-luminance or surround an-
choring and does not need double anchoring, because a decremen-
tal target receives identical values at both steps (hence their rela-
tive weighting in this case is immaterial).

Simultaneous Contrast With Incremental Targets

Considering that incremental targets only differ at the surround
step, it comes as no surprise that double-increment illusions (Fig-
ure 1C) have rarely found a place in textbooks. Nevertheless, the
double-anchoring model suggests that we can make these illusions
obvious to the eye, or even striking, if we do one of two things.
The first is increasing the weight of the local (relative to the
peripheral) assignments in the final average. This can be done, for
example, by presenting our displays in the dark under special
illumination or by strengthening standard frameworks via super-
ordinate overlay frameworks, as in the Christmas wall-of-blocks of
Figure 2 (where gradients signal lighting ramps). The second is
increasing the relative weight of the surround step by articulating
the surround itself via fragmentation, as in Bressan and Actis-
Grosso (2006), or by simply enlarging it considerably relative to
the target patches, as in Bressan and Actis-Grosso (2001).

Figure 3. Double-anchoring explanation of simultaneous lightness con-
trast. The diagram indicates which regions serve as highest luminances (left
column) and surrounds (right column) for the decremental (top row) and
incremental (bottom row) targets, in the respective local frameworks. For
illustrative purposes, we set the reflectances of white, gray, and black at
90%, 60%, and 12%, respectively; local values are computed for each
target at each step by applying Equation 1. The value of 450% obtained for
the incremental target at the surround step means that, in the absence of
further anchoring, such target would be seen as luminous. The final local
value for each target is a weighted average of its two values (where the HL
step weighs much more than the surround step). In the peripheral frame-
work, where only highest-luminance anchoring is expected to have a
significant effect, the decremental (locally gray) target groups weakly with
the black background and receives a value of white, and the incremental
(locally superwhite) target groups weakly with the white background and
receives a value of gray. These assignments will dilute the illusion even if
we ignore the rest of the scene; for a striking illusion, each half display
should be presented separately and be the only illuminated object in the
visual field.
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In the latter work, 20 observers used the method of adjustment
to vary the luminance of an incremental test square, set on a black
background, to match the achromatic color of an incremental
comparison square, set on a variable background. The ratio be-
tween surround and target areas was approximately 700:1. The
square always looked lighter on black than on any other surround.
Illusion magnitude was an increasing function of surround lumi-
nance and target luminance. Both facts make sense in the model.
First, for any given target, increasing surround luminance means
decreasing the ratio of the target to the surround luminance,
thereby making it more and more different from the ratio of the
target to the black surround luminance. This strengthens the si-
multaneous contrast illusion. Second, for any given surround,
increasing target luminance corresponds to increasing the ratio of
the target to the surround without changing the ratio of the target
to the highest luminance (the target itself). This results in a
relatively higher value for the same target on black, and, again, in
a stronger simultaneous contrast illusion.

Both points can be appreciated quantitatively by inspecting
Figure 5, where some of the data reported by Bressan and Actis-

Grosso (2001) are shown as percent deviations from the objective
matching luminance, together with the predictions of the double-
anchoring model.3 The original anchoring model predicts no
errors.

Although simultaneous contrast is much weaker with two incre-
ments than with one increment and one decrement, we are not
talking about a small effect here. In the typical simultaneous

3 These data are expressed as percent deviations from the objective
matching luminance rather than as matched luminances, because the mod-
el’s equations generate the match that would be selected for the adjustable
square on a white background. In this experiment, the adjustable square
was presented on a black background, not on a white one. Hence, although
it was used as a measuring instrument, it was itself lightened by its own
background. The problem is circumvented by plotting the ratio between the
matched (predicted) value of the standard on the variable background and
the matched (predicted) value of the standard on the black background,
which is equal to its objective matching luminance.

Figure 4. Matched luminance of a decremental test square on a 111.9
cd/m2 background as a function of the luminance of a decremental com-
parison square on a variable background, for three luminances of the
variable background (top to bottom, 35.2, 57.9, and 93.2 cd/m2, respec-
tively; Guadagnucci, 2002). The dashed line shows objective luminance
matches. Solid symbols indicate the observed values, and open symbols
indicate the values predicted by the double-anchoring model for a local:
peripheral weighting of 3:7 (see Appendix A). Stimuli were generated by
a personal computer on a 17-in. Philips Brilliance 105 screen. Each
stimulus consisted of two 0.7° � 0.7° patches centered on two 16° � 22°
adjacent surrounds and was shown twice, with the adjustable patch once on
the right and once on the left. Fifty naive participants viewed the monitor
from a distance of 60 cm in an otherwise dark room, entirely painted flat
black, after adaptation to ambient light. They were asked to adjust the
luminance of the patch on white to match the achromatic color of the patch
on the variable background. The icon in the upper left corner represents the
stimulus display.

Figure 5. Apparent darkening of an incremental comparison square (of
either 66.05 cd/m2 [circles] or 47.82 cd/m2 [triangles]) on a variable
background, as measured by adjusting an incremental test square on a 0.99
cd/m2 background. Darkening is expressed as percent deviation from the
objective matching luminance; bars depict standard errors (data based on
Bressan & Actis-Grosso, 2001, Experiment 1). Apparatus, stimulus sizes,
and procedure were as reported in the caption of Figure 4. Participants were
asked to adjust the luminance of the patch on black to match the achromatic
color of the patch on the variable background; the icon in the bottom right
corner depicts the stimulus display. The open symbols represent the values
predicted by the double-anchoring model for a peripheral weight of zero
and a surround-step:HL-step weighting of 0.006:1 (perfect fit for the last
point). Peripheral anchoring can be disregarded, because the local and
peripheral highest luminances are the same. The original anchoring model
predicts no errors (i.e., two overlapping straight lines which in turn overlap
the x-axis).
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lightness contrast display presented on paper (see Figure 1A), the
mean logarithmic difference between the two targets is approxi-
mately 0.10 (Gilchrist, 1988). In the double-increment effect re-
ported by Bressan and Actis-Grosso (2001) and modeled here, this
difference can be as large as 0.16, that is, 50% stronger than the
average textbook contrast illusion.

Two Loci of Error: Darkening of Targets on White
Backgrounds

Locus-of-error experiments show that, in simultaneous contrast
displays such as that of Figure 1A, the target on black lightens
considerably, and the target on white also darkens a little (Annan,
Economou, & Gilchrist, 1998; see also Gilchrist et al., 1999). The
first result is easily predicted by the original anchoring model. The
second has been accounted for by a scale normalization principle,
consisting in an expansion of the range of lightnesses relative to
the range of luminances. In simpler words, even when luminances
only specify a bunch of greys, the perceived range of shades tends
toward that between black and white. The perceived difference
between the white background and the gray target increases, but
because the white background, being the highest luminance, fails
to become substantially whiter, the expansion is mostly expressed
as a darkening of the target.

The gray target on white darkens, but relative to what? In these
experiments, observers matched the target square to one chip of a
scale of gray chips sitting on a black-and-white checkerboard, such
that each chip bordered black and white equally. Now, the fact that
a target on white looks darker than a physically equal target on a
checkerboard comes as a natural consequence of double anchoring,
as shown in Figure 6.

A gray target sitting on a white background is computed as gray
at both local steps (Figure 6, top row); if it sits on a black and white
checkerboard, the assignments at the two steps are going to be
different (Figure 6, bottom row). At the HL step, the target is
assessed relative to the white checks in the checkerboard and
assigned a value of gray. At the surround step, it is assessed
relative to the black and white checks or, equivalently (because
they cover equal areas), to their average luminance, which is
necessarily lower than the luminance of white. Thus, the target on
the checkerboard is identical to the target on white at the HL step
but is lighter at the surround step. Accordingly, the target on white
is expected to look slightly darker than its “true” match, as ob-
served experimentally, and there is no need to assume a scale
normalization factor.

Simultaneous Contrast With Articulated Surrounds

Simultaneous lightness contrast is stronger when the dark and
light backgrounds of the classic display of Figure 1A are replaced
by articulated fields, as in Figure 7. Each articulated field is a
checkerboard obtained by breaking the uniform surround into
many different square regions, some brighter and some dimmer, so
that there is no change in the average luminance (see also Adelson,
2000). Enhanced contrast with articulated surrounds has been
shown to be the outcome of two separate events: (a) a lightening
of the incremental target and (b) a darkening of the decremental
target (Bressan & Actis-Grosso, 2006; see also Arend & Goldstein,
1987; Schirillo, 1999). Whereas the latter effect necessarily results

from the change in highest luminance that follows surround artic-
ulation, the former does not, which indicates that surround artic-
ulation as such plays a role in lightness assessment.

The original anchoring model proposes that articulation aug-
ments simultaneous lightness contrast by increasing the weight of
local anchoring relative to global anchoring, but this cannot be
true. The target on the articulated surround lightens, relative to an
identical target on the uniform surround, even when it is the
highest luminance in the visual field (Bressan & Actis-Grosso,
2006). Being at the same time a local and global anchor, each
target must receive identical values locally and globally. Thus,
altering the local weight relative to the global cannot possibly
make a difference on the final weighted average.

From a double-anchoring stance, surround articulation behaves
like surround size or surround luminance and affects the weight
assigned to the surround step relative to the HL step (weight/
articulation rule). Incremental patches are white at the HL step and
superwhite at the surround step: Articulation increases the weight
of the local superwhite relative to the local white. This results in a
lightening of the incremental target on the articulated surround
relative to the same target on the plain surround, as observed.

An important implication of the weight/articulation rule is that,
via within-framework weighting only (i.e., if the highest lumi-
nance does not vary), changes in surround articulation are expected

Figure 6. Explanation of why a target on a white background darkens
relative to its luminance match set on a black-and-white checkerboard. The
diagram indicates which regions serve as highest luminances (left column)
and surrounds (right column) for the two targets. The highest luminance is
the same for the two targets, but the surround is not: It is the white
background for the target on white, but the average luminance of the black
and white checks for the target on the checkerboard. At the surround step,
the target on white has a lower luminance ratio to the surround and thus
receives a lower lightness assignment.
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to affect full or partial increments but not full decrements. The
reason is that decrements receive the same assignment at both
steps, so that shifts in surround-step weight relative to HL-step
weight are inconsequential. This prediction is consistent with the
otherwise unexplained observation that, unlike matches to incre-
ments, matches to decrements are virtually unaffected by the
heterogeneity of the checkerboard (Schirillo & Shevell, 1996).

Incidentally, the significant lightening of the incremental target
on the articulated surround independently confirms the inability of
the original anchoring theory to account for double-increment
illusions. In the original model, the lightening of a highest lumi-
nance can be explained only by invoking either the area rule or a
scale normalization factor, but in this case both predict an effect in
the wrong direction. According to the area rule, the larger it is, the
more a surround tends to white and pushes the target toward
luminosity. However, the areas of the plain and articulated sur-
rounds are equal; if anything, the larger uniform area is the plain
surround. According to scale normalization, the perceived differ-

ence between the dark background and the light target increases,
and this expansion is expressed not only as a further darkening of
the background but also as a further lightening of the target. Yet
this implies more lightening in the framework where the range of
luminances is smaller, that is, on the uniform surround, which is
again the opposite of what is observed.

Remote Contrast

The lightness of a figure can be affected by regions that do not
share any borders with it. The most venerable illustration of what
we may name remote contrast dates back to Wolff (1934). His
display (a variant of which was more recently studied by Reid and
Shapley, 1988, who called the effect “assimilation”) consists of
two squares of equal luminance, surrounded by square frames that
also have equal luminance, which are surrounded in turn by square
frames of different luminance. The square whose outer frame is
more luminant looks darker.

Figure 7. Simultaneous lightness contrast is stronger with an articulated surround. The decremental target on
the articulated surround (bottom right) darkens relative to the same target on the plain surround (top right),
because its local framework contains a highest luminance. The incremental target on the articulated surround
(bottom left) lightens relative to the same target on the plain surround (top left), because it receives a higher
superwhite assignment at the surround step.
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I offer an especially challenging variant of remote contrast in
Figure 8. Here, two identical gray disks are surrounded by iden-
tical white annuli placed on a luminance gradient. The disk whose
(distant) surround is represented by the dark end of the gradient
looks lighter than the other. The original anchoring theory cannot
handle this illusion, because the lightnesses of the two targets are
assessed relative to identical anchors (the white annuli) and are
thus predicted to be equal.

For each gray disk in Figure 8, one can identify a local frame-
work based on adjacency (the white annulus) and a superlocal
framework based on proximity. For the disk on the left, this
framework consists in the dark half of the gradient; for the one on
the right, the framework consists in the light half of the gradient.
Relative to the disk on the right, the disk on the left receives a
higher lightness value at both steps, within its superlocal frame-
work. Hence, it will look slightly lighter, as observed.

Reverse Contrast or “Assimilation”

There are displays where simultaneous contrast is overturned
completely and replaced by an opposite effect, whereby a target
surrounded by more white than black looks lighter rather than
darker. Reverse-contrast effects arise naturally within a framework
approach: Ordinary contrast between the target and a remote group
of elements with which the target groups strongly can, of course,
overcome ordinary contrast between the target and a local sur-
round with which the target groups only weakly. Here we will deal
with two examples, Bressan’s dungeon illusion (2001) and bulls-
eye displays (e.g., Bindman & Chubb, 2004).

The dungeon illusion. The display in Figure 9, top panel, is a
stronger variant of Bressan’s (2001) dungeon illusion. (The orig-
inal version used squares rather than disks, and the space between
them resembled the grid of a dungeon’s window, partially occlud-
ing the gray target regions underneath.) The gray disks on the
white background look lighter than the identical gray disks on the
black background, an incomprehensible outcome from a strictly
local contrast perspective. From a double-anchoring stance, each
set of gray disks participates in two separate frameworks, one
including the surrounding disks and one including the background.
The first framework is founded on luminance polarity (all disks
have the same contrast sign relative to their common surround) and
shape similarity. The second framework is founded on retinal
proximity only. (Retinal proximity is the weakest among grouping

factors; it merely means simultaneous presence in the visual field.)
Hence, the target disks are expected to be influenced by both the
contextual disks and the background, but by the contextual disks
more strongly. In this framework, the target disks on the left are
white at the HL step and superwhite at the surround step; the target
disks on the right are gray at both steps.

The double-decrement variant in the bottom half of Figure 9
lends separate support to this argument. Stronger grouping with the
contextual disks would produce reverse contrast here as well, by
darkening the target disks more on the right (where the contextual
disks are white) than on the left (where they are light gray). Yet,
it is the target disks on the left that appear darker; reverse contrast
is abolished and replaced by ordinary contrast. In the model, this
follows from the dramatic weakening of the contextual-disk frame-
work on the right, where the grouping factor of luminance polarity
has been destroyed (target disks and contextual disks have oppo-
site contrast signs relative to their common gray surround) and
luminance similarity actually encourages grouping with the
background.

As it stands, the original anchoring model (that does not include
luminance polarity and similarity among its grouping factors) is
unable to predict these two asymmetrical results. Within the top
and bottom pairs of displays in Figure 9, the highest luminances
are identical, the areas are identical, and the luminance ranges are
identical. Thus, however frameworks are chosen, contrast should
go in the same direction (i.e., be either ordinary or reverse) in both
the top and bottom pairs.

Bullseye displays. A gray patch surrounded by rings that al-
ternate outward from black to white looks darker than an identical

Figure 8. The butterfly illusion: remote contrast with identical white
annuli. The disks are the same shade of gray, but the one on the left seems
slightly lighter.

Figure 9. Top panel: Reverse lightness contrast in a version of Bressan’s
(2001) dungeon illusion. The central gray disks in the left display are
entirely surrounded by white, but they look lighter than the identical central
gray disks in the right display that are entirely surrounded by black. Bottom
panel: Although the spatial structure of the displays is unchanged, reverse
contrast is replaced by ordinary contrast. The central disks in the left
display, entirely surrounded by white, look darker than the identical central
gray disks in the right display, entirely surrounded by gray.
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patch surrounded by rings that alternate outward from white to
black, as shown in Figure 10, top panel. It has been claimed that
such an effect stems from “assimilation” rather than contrast and
cannot possibly be explained by anchoring theories. “Assimila-
tion” would occur for a given region whenever the contrast at its
edge (here, at the border between the gray disk and the innermost
ring) is small compared to the contrast of edges in the general
neighborhood (here, at the borders between black and white rings)
and the density of edges in the neighborhood is high (Bindman &
Chubb, 2004).

However, given the resemblance between this effect and the
dungeon illusion (with rings in the role of contextual disks),
invoking assimilation seems unnecessary. On the basis of inde-
pendent data, it has in fact been suggested (Oh & Kim, 2004) that,
by alternation, the central disk groups with the set of white rings
in the left display and with the set of black rings in the right
display. Yet, a disk is not a ring. If the illusion is based on
grouping with the rings, introducing the factor of shape similarity
should strengthen it. I have done this in the middle panel of
Figure 10. Clearly, a more obvious grouping produces a more
striking effect.4

In the bottom panel of Figure 10, I have eliminated the rings
framework while preserving the local contrast relationships for
each disk. For most observers, the “assimilation” effect is gone.

With this kind of reverse-contrast display, it has been a consis-
tent and surprising finding that informal presentation or a forced-
choice procedure induce compelling assimilation effects, but these
effects disappear (and are sometimes replaced by regular contrast)
with an adjustment procedure (Bindman & Chubb, 2004; De Weert
& Spillmann, 1995; Oh & Kim, 2004). This is only to be expected
if reverse contrast is founded on remote grouping. When people
are asked to adjust a separate patch until it matches the achromatic
color of the target region, their attentional window only includes
the target and, at most, some of its immediate surround. This is
bound to produce, respectively, either no effect or a regular con-
trast effect, as observed experimentally.

Testing the Model: Figure Versus Ground

The lightness of a region can change depending solely on
whether such a region plays the role of figure or ground. Figure 11
offers a variant of a display that appears in Wolff (1934). The disks
on either side of the display have the same luminance as the
background on the other side, but the dark disks look very slightly
darker than the dark background, and the light disks look very
slightly lighter than the light background. The effect is not con-
tingent on the different sizes and shapes of figures as opposed to
backgrounds, as shown by the fact that, in a reversible display, the
same area varies in lightness as a function of whether it is inter-
preted as figure or ground (Coren, 1969).

As Figure 11 shows, this lightness modulation is easy to explain
within a double-anchoring approach. Locally, the dark disks re-
ceive a lower assignment than the physically identical dark back-
ground (because the latter is white at the surround step). Locally,
the light disks receive a higher assignment than the physically
identical light background (because the former are superwhite at
the surround step). Both effects arise at the surround step. Given
that adding a superwhite to a white entails a smaller difference
than adding a white to a dark gray, the model also predicts the
further empirical subtlety that the effect is stronger for the dark
regions than for the light ones.

All the action takes place in the local frameworks. In more
peripheral frameworks, assignments are in practice identical for all
the light regions and identical for all the dark regions, and they will
water down the illusion considerably. Accordingly, the lightness
differences in Figure 11 are weak at best. If each local framework
completely filled the visual field, the peripheral frameworks would
not be there any longer, and the illusion would be striking.

Testing the Model: The Gelb Effect and Its Variants

A physically black disk, suspended in midair and illuminated by
a beam of light in a half-darkened room, looks white (Gelb, 1929)

4 A display similar to those in Figure 10, middle panel, was used by
Howe (2005) to show that White’s effect survives removal of T-junctions.
Although his point is well taken, the problem with Howe’s display is that
its rings were much finer and actually met the conditions for assimilation
(in terms of neuronal summation or averaging), as shown by the fact that
the direction of the illusion was the same even when all contextual rings
were removed.

Figure 10. Reverse lightness contrast with bullseye displays. The top
display is similar to one studied by Oh and Kim (2004). The gray disk on
the left (surrounded by black) looks paradoxically darker than the identical
gray disk on the right (surrounded by white). Middle display: Turning the
central disks into rings, and thereby increasing grouping by “alternation,”
enhances the effect. The gray ring on the right (surrounded by black) looks
darker than the identical gray ring on the left (surrounded by white).
Bottom display: The ring surrounded by black does not look darker than
the ring surrounded by white, although the gray rings have the same local
contrast relationships as the corresponding gray rings in the middle panel.
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or even luminous. When a larger surface of higher luminance, such
as a piece of real white paper, is brought into the beam and placed
behind the disk so as to surround it, the latter becomes perceptually
black. This only happens when the white paper completely sur-
rounds the disk. If the paper is simply held in front of the disk, the
black disk appears middle to light gray. Perceived reflectance
values ranging from 18.9 to 24.6 (Newson, 1958), from 41.6 to
68.4 (Stewart, 1959), and from 33.7 to 52.3 (Gilchrist et al., 1999)
have been reported.

The double-anchoring model predicts that the Gelb disk, on its
own, will look white, superwhite, or luminous. The target is
always white at the HL step and superwhite relative to the dark
surrounding void. The importance of the superwhite component in
the final computation, and thus the disk’s actual appearance, will
depend on the surround-step weight and therefore on (a) the
grouping factors that link the target to its surround (only retinal
proximity if the disk is suspended in midair) and (b) the relative
area, articulation, and absolute luminance of the surround.

Likewise, the double-anchoring model predicts that the target
will appear black when completely surrounded by white. In this
case, the values computed at the surround and HL steps are
identical, and weighting is inconsequential; no variability is ex-
pected. On the other hand, when the white paper does not surround
the target but is suspended in front of it (as in Stewart, 1959), the
model predicts that the black paper will look gray, as a compro-
mise between superwhite (its surround-step value) and black (its

HL-step value). The exact shade of gray will depend on how the
two steps are weighted, hence on the factors listed in the previous
paragraph. The resulting variability is consistent with the large
range of perceived grays obtained, with this kind of display, by
different investigators in different conditions.

Other conditions being equal, the relative weight of the HL step
will depend on the size of the white paper (weight/area rule), a
prediction that has received empirical support (Stewart, 1959). It
will also depend on the proximity between the white paper and the
target, which agrees with empirical data showing that the effect of
a highest-luminance region on the appearance of a test region
depends on how close they are (Newson, 1958). If this distance is
zero (the two regions touch), the highest-luminance region be-
comes part of the target’s local surround, thereby changing the
target:surround ratio used at the surround step and additionally
darkening the target. This is consistent with the finding that, when
the two regions are adjacent, moving the highest-luminance sur-
face away through the first millimeter produces a greater effect
than moving it through the next 60 cm (Newson, 1958).

Staircase Gelb Effect

Imagine that the black disk in a spotlight of the Gelb effect is
replaced by a strip of five contiguous squares, going from black to
white in approximately equal steps. The perceived lightness range
for the five squares is compressed relative to the actual range, as
can be seen in the left panel of Figure 12 (Cataliotti, 1993;
Gilchrist et al., 1999). The original anchoring model accounts for
this result by assuming a compromise between the “veridical” data
predicted by highest-luminance anchoring (the diagonal line in the
left panel of Figure 12) and the fact that each of the gray squares
by itself would be the highest luminance in the global framework
and thus would appear white (the horizontal line in the left panel
of Figure 12). However, none of the gray squares is actually the
highest luminance in the global framework, because the latter
contains the white square also, and it is the white square that is the
highest luminance. Therefore, it is not clear why this line should be
drawn as horizontal. The model postulates that this happens be-
cause the white square is small relative to the entire laboratory
scene and is therefore a weak anchor. Note, however, that the
global framework line would be horizontal only if the effect of the
white square was actually zero.

The account of the staircase Gelb effect given by the double-
anchoring model is quite different. In the original model, compres-
sion is due to global, as opposed to local, anchoring, whereas local
anchoring is assumed to be “veridical.” In the double-anchoring
model, the basic effect is actually provided by local anchoring and
arises at the surround step. Say that each square belongs to two
frameworks: a powerful local one (the row of squares in the
spotlight), by way of the grouping factors of luminance polarity
and similarity, coplanarity, proximity, and alignment, and a weak
peripheral one (the rest of the visual scene), by way of retinal
proximity only.

If the laboratory is less illuminated than the squares, in the
peripheral framework all squares are white at the HL step, so the
peripheral component does contribute to their apparent lightening.
However, because of the unbalance in grouping strengths, in the
squares-under-spotlight condition such a framework is expected to
carry little weight.

Figure 11. Double-anchoring explanation of the Wolff illusion. Local
values are shown for each decremental and incremental region, at each
step, as a function of whether such a region is seen as a figure or a
background. HL � highest luminance; SURR � surround.
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What plays local surround for each square in the local frame-
work? Each square is joined to the two adjacent squares via the
strong variants of alignment and proximity, that is, T-junctions and
adjacency. Hence, the local surround of each square is equivalent,
in practice, to the average luminance of the two adjacent squares,
the one on its left and the one on its right. We may well assume
that the strength with which a surface groups with nonadjacent
regions—and then, their weight in the final computation—is an
inverse function of the square of their distance or some similar
measure (see Zaidi, Yoshimi, Flanigan, & Canova, 1992). Then,
given the paucity of their contribution, nonadjacent squares will
not be entered in the equation. As to the first and last squares, they
group with a single adjacent square rather than two. For them,
therefore, we shall reduce the weight of the surround step by half.

The solid symbols in the right panel of Figure 12 show the
perceived reflectances of five linearly arranged squares of reflec-
tances 3%, 12%, 30%, 59%, and 90% suspended in midair in a
laboratory entirely painted flat black, in two separate conditions
(Bressan, 2002; Dal Toè, 2002). The top curve (solid circles)
illustrates the standard effect, obtained by illuminating the five
squares with a 650-W spotlight and having 10 observers match
each square to one of the chips in a 16-step Munsell scale, placed
inside a box and separately illuminated. The open circles represent
the values generated by Equation 2, assuming equal weights for the
surround and HL steps.

To show that the bulk of the effect occurs in the local frame-
work, the weight given here to the peripheral framework is zero.
Larger weights, other conditions being equal, would displace the

curve upward, further increasing compression. Note that the ob-
served curve is similar to the one reported by Gilchrist et al. (1999)
and represented in the left panel, although their laboratory con-
tained a 30:1 range of luminances, with the highest luminance
equal to the luminance of the 3% square in the spotlight. The large
absolute amount of compression and the similarity between the
two curves agree with the idea that the peripheral framework here
plays a supporting role only. Such a supporting role is well visible,
however, and is illustrated by the fact that the points in the top
curve (right panel) are lower than the corresponding points in
Gilchrist et al.’s curve (left panel). This happens because the
peripheral framework weighs considerably more in Gilchrist et
al.’s experiments than in mine, because their laboratory was much
larger (28 m2 vs. 9 m2), much more illuminated (room lights on vs.
off), and especially much more articulated (full range of reflec-
tances vs. one reflectance). Likewise, Gilchrist et al. (see
Cataliotti, 1993) did find a slight decrease in compression, that is,
lower lightness matches, when their staircase experiment was
replicated either with room illumination off or with the laboratory
masked off from view by a booth. This puzzling failure to get rid
of the effect to any substantial extent was attributed to the impos-
sibility of eliminating the outer framework entirely, but such a
failure makes complete sense if one considers that the outer
framework contributes to, but does not totally determine,
compression.

When the special lighting on the squares is removed, in Gilchrist
et al.’s experiments nearly all of the compression disappears as
well (A. Gilchrist, personal communication, June 2000; quantita-

Figure 12. Left panel: The staircase Gelb effect as observed (solid symbols) and as predicted by the
double-anchoring model (open symbols) in a multiluminance laboratory. Circles indicate spotlight on, and
triangles indicate spotlight off (Cataliotti, 1993). The dashed diagonal line shows the “veridical” matches. When
the spotlight is removed, a fivefold decrease in surround-step weight is enough to make compression virtually
disappear (as can be seen by the coincidence between the open-triangle line and the diagonal line), because it
is combined with an increase in the weight of the peripheral framework, where anchoring is “veridical.” Right
panel: The staircase Gelb effect as observed (solid symbols) and as predicted by the double-anchoring model
(open symbols) in a black laboratory. Circles indicate spotlight on, and triangles indicate spotlight off (Bressan,
2002.) The dashed diagonal line shows the “veridical” matches. When the spotlight is removed, a fivefold
decrease in surround-step weight reduces, but does not eliminate, compression, because there is no “veridical”
anchoring in the peripheral framework. In the double-anchoring model, the lightness corresponding to the square
of 90% reflectance in the spotlight always results in superwhite, which agrees with the data reported by Cataliotti
and Gilchrist (1995). For convenience, values larger than white are represented as white in both panels of
Figure 12. See Appendix B.
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tive data are not available). The spotlight-off condition differs
from the spotlight-on condition in two respects. The first is a sharp
decrease in the absolute luminance level on the squares and there-
fore in the luminance of each square’s surround. In keeping with
the weight/luminance rule, we shall then expect a smaller weight-
ing at the surround step. (For independent evidence for the impor-
tance of absolute luminance in lightess computation, see Masin,
2003b.) The second is that the luminance range of the squares and
the luminance range in the laboratory become the same. This has
two consequences. First, the powerful grouping factors of lumi-
nance polarity and similarity that kept the squares in the spotlight
together are removed, and the local:peripheral balance reverses.
Second, in the peripheral framework, the highest-luminance an-
chor is played not by each square, as before, but by the white
regions in the laboratory. Therefore, peripheral anchoring becomes
“veridical.” In the left panel of Figure 12, the open triangles
represent the values generated by Equation 2, under a fivefold
decrease of surround-step weight relative to HL-step weight and a
fivefold increase of peripheral-framework weight relative to local-
framework weight. Because there are no quantitative data to
model, the choice of these weights is arbitrary, but the important
point is that diminishing the contribution of surround anchoring
and augmenting that of peripheral anchoring both have the same
effect, that of cutting down compression.

In my experiments, on the other hand, the luminance of surfaces
in the black laboratory is still lower than that of the squares when
the spotlight is switched off (and normal room illumination is
switched on). The only difference between the spotlight-on and
spotlight-off conditions is a drop in the luminance of each square’s
surround. The bottom curve in the right panel of Figure 12 (solid
triangles) depicts the matches produced by a different group of 10
observers under normal room illumination (same level of illumi-
nation falling on the squares and on the Munsell scale). As can be
seen, a considerable amount of compression survives the removal
of the spotlight. The open triangles represent the values generated
by Equation 2, under a fivefold decrease of surround-step weight
relative to HL-step weight.

The original model cannot account for these data. Given that my
laboratory is completely black, the lightness of each of the squares
should still be a compromise between its “veridical” value in the
local framework and its white value in the global framework, thus
the before- and after-spotlight curves should coincide. The expla-
nation could only be rescued by assuming a shift in weight from
the global to the local framework, but the global framework’s
articulation does not change when the spotlight-in-the-dark is
replaced by normal room illumination, and, if it changes at all, it
most certainly cannot diminish. Switching off the spotlight on the
squares should, if anything, decrease their segregation from the
rest of the laboratory, making the local framework weaker, not
stronger.

Hypercompression

When the spotlight on the five squares is made brighter, com-
pression becomes larger (A. Gilchrist, personal communication,
June 2000). From the standpoint of the original anchoring model,
this should not occur. Once the spotlight is bright enough to
produce a horizontal line for the global values, compression is as
large as it can get, because, in the model, the compression comes

from a compromise between the local line (diagonal in Figure 12)
and the global line (horizontal in Figure 12). The only other
possibility is a shift in weight from the local to the global frame-
work, but there is no reason for this. If anything, a brighter
spotlight should segregate the local framework further, making it
stronger.

In the double-anchoring model, hypercompression is a direct
consequence of the shift in weight between the two anchoring
steps, following an increase in surround luminance level (weight/
luminance rule). Augmenting the relative weight of surround an-
choring makes the squares lighter, increasing compression.

Incidentally, the weight/luminance rule implies that abrupt
changes in surround luminance (when ratios do not change) are
expected to affect increments but not decrements. Figural decre-
ments receive the same assignment at both steps, so relative
weighting is unimportant. This is consistent with the empirical
observation that, as illumination varies, decrements remain rela-
tively constant, while increments do not (Arend & Goldstein,
1987).

Insulation

Gilchrist and Cataliotti (1994) found that a white border, placed
under the spotlight so as to surround the row of squares of the
staircase Gelb effect, seems to insulate the squares from the
influence of the global framework. This is how these authors
describe the fact that all the squares appeared darker when sur-
rounded by white, as opposed to black (or to darkness), as shown
in the left panel of Figure 13. The effect receives no explanation
within the original anchoring model, because there is no change in
the highest luminance.

From a double-anchoring standpoint, the explanation is simple:
The white border represents a new, powerful framework, to which
each of the squares belongs via adjacency, depth similarity, lumi-
nance polarity and similarity. Consider five linearly arranged
squares of reflectances 3%, 12%, 30%, 59%, and 90% suspended
in a void. In the right panel of Figure 13, the top curve illustrates
a standard staircase Gelb effect, as generated by Equation 2. The
bottom curve illustrates the same case, with the difference that the
dark peripheral framework, where all squares are the highest
luminance, has been replaced by a white peripheral framework,
where anchoring is “veridical.” A comparison between the two
curves shows that, to explain the effect, the concept of insulation
is unnecessary.

Testing the Model: The Perception of Luminosity

In the double-anchoring model, a figure whose final lightness
value is larger than 90 (perceived reflectance of white) looks
superwhite, that is, either as a glowing or especially illuminated
white or as luminous. This condition is not meant to cover all the
instances in which an object appears to emit light. In many cases,
the impression of luminosity is induced by the presence of a
surrounding gradient (see Zavagno, 1999) and entails no major
lightness change. An example is the double-diamond illusion pre-
sented in Bressan (2001), where a white region surrounded by the
dark end of a gradient appears lighter than an equal region sur-
rounded by the light end of a gradient, but it is the latter that seems
to emit diffused light. Another example is Figure 2: Although the
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tops of the blocks that represent a smaller increment relative to the
surrounding gradient may look luminescent, on the lightness scale
they occupy a lower place than the tops representing a larger
increment. In this article, we are concerned not with luminosity as
the impression of a light source, but with luminosity as superwhite.
However note that, in a natural achromatic world, most light
sources do entail superwhite, insofar as they are usually large
luminance increments relative to the rest of the scene.

Effect of Size on the Luminosity Threshold

The threshold luminance value at which an incremental target
begins to appear luminous increases with its size relative to the
surround (Bonato & Gilchrist, 1999). In other words, if we keep
the area of the surround constant, a small target is seen as luminous
more easily than a large target; this amounts to stating that a target
sitting on a large surround is seen as luminous more easily than an
identical target on a small surround. Within the double-anchoring
model, this result is readily explained: Targets on large surrounds
appear lighter than targets on small surrounds, because larger
surrounds weigh more at the surround step. Because incremental
targets receive a white assignment at the HL step and a superwhite
assignment at the surround step, targets on large surrounds will
approach the luminosity threshold earlier than targets on small
surrounds.

A parallel result is that the (photometrically identical) surrounds
on which these targets lie are seen as having different lightnesses.
Bonato and Gilchrist (1999) showed that a white surround was
seen as off-white regardless of the actual luminance of a small
incremental square sitting on it (solid triangles in Figure 14).
However, the lightness of the same surround was an inverse
function of the square’s luminance when the incremental target
square was much larger (solid circles in Figure 14). The open
symbols show the predictions of the double-anchoring model for
the small-target and large-target conditions, when the luminances
used in the formula are exactly those of Bonato and Gilchrist’s
stimuli and the weight given to the surround step is proportional to

its relative area (1 for the large-target condition, 17 for the small-
target condition).

Effect of Figure Versus Ground on the Luminosity
Threshold

A region perceived as figure has a lower luminosity threshold
than a region perceived as ground, even when the areas of the two
regions are equal (Bonato & Cataliotti, 2000). For example, a light
region seen as a profile against a black background begins to
appear luminous at 29 cd/m2, but the same region seen as the

Figure 13. Left panel: Insulation. The two curves represent the lightness values observed in a no-border (upper
line) and white-border (lower line) staircase Gelb effect (Gilchrist et al., 1999). Right panel: The two curves
represent the lightness values predicted by the double-anchoring model in a no-border staircase Gelb effect (as
in Appendix B, top block) and in the corresponding white-border case.

Figure 14. The lightness of a background (121 deg2 of visual angle in
area) is much more affected by the luminance of an incremental square
sitting on it when this square is large (68 deg2 in area; solid circles) than
when it is small (4 deg2 in area; solid triangles). Adapted from “Perceived
Area and the Luminosity Threshold,” by F. Bonato and A. L. Gilchrist,
1999, Perception & Psychophysics, 61, p. 790. The open symbols represent
the values predicted by the double-anchoring model (see Appendix C).
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background of a black profile begins to appear luminous only at 67
cd/m2. The original anchoring model accounts for this result by
suggesting that these areas are not really equal: The area of the
ground is functionally greater, because it is perceived to extend
behind the figure. Thus, we may expect that, by virtue of the area
rule, the lightness of the background goes up and at the same time
pushes the incremental figure toward superwhite.

In the double-anchoring model, there is no need to presume that
surrounds must have a different area than measured. (As we shall
see in the next section, sometimes this assumption also leads to the
wrong prediction). An incremental region seen as surround yields
a local value of white (it is white at the HL step and white at the
surround step), but the same region seen as figure yields a local
value of superwhite (it is white at the HL step and superwhite at
the surround step). The lower the luminance of the surrounding
region, the larger this superwhite assignment, and this determines
a lower luminosity threshold.

Testing the Model: Lightness in a Dome

If the lightness of every single region in our visual world
depends on its relationship to all the others, then one may be
inclined to believe that even the simplest laboratory conditions are
too cluttered to begin deriving our models’ basic rules. Li and
Gilchrist (1999) took a clever step away from such complications
by placing their observers’ heads in a large illuminated hemispher-
ical dome, the inside of which was divided into two parts that were
painted black and middle gray. An arrangement such as this meets
the minimal conditions for perceiving a surface (Koffka, 1935):
two regions that fill the entire visual field, separated by a single
border. Schematic representations of what observers saw inside the
dome are shown in Figure 15.

Results Apparently Undermining the Surround-as-White
Rule

Here, I will consider the results that Li and Gilchrist (1999)
interpreted as undermining the surround-as-white rule, and show
that they are instead consistent with such a rule when this is
assisted by the highest-luminance principle, as it is in the double-
anchoring model. These results are as follows: Backgrounds do not
always appear white; backgrounds that surround a figure do not
appear lighter than backgrounds that are simply adjacent to a
figure; and a surface seen as background does not appear lighter
than a photometrically identical surface (allegedly) seen as figure.

Backgrounds do not always appear white. In the incremental
large oval condition (Figure 15F), the black background appeared
middle gray (Munsell 6) and not white. This is not a problem for
the double-anchoring model: Surrounds do not necessarily appear
white, because they are also anchored to the highest luminance in
the scene. According to the surround rule as proposed by Gilchrist
and Bonato (1995), the surround must appear white (at least in the
local framework). In the double-anchoring model, it need not
appear white; it only must function as white in the computation.

Surrounding backgrounds do not appear lighter than adjacent
backgrounds. Compare the black region in the unevenly split
dome (Figure 15B) with the black region in the disk/surround
display (Figure 15E). Li and Gilchrist argue that, if there were a
lightening effect in a surround in addition to that of its area, the

black region would look lighter in the second condition, in which
it completely surrounds the disk. However, the contrary is ob-
served (Munsell values 7.8 vs. 6.9, a significant difference).

In the double-anchoring model, the surround-as-white rule im-
plies that all surrounds are given a default value of white, not that
enclosing surrounds are given a lighter value than nonenclosing
surrounds. One still has to explain the direction of the difference,
however. Note that the surround in Figure 15B almost completely
fills the observer’s visual field (the whole left hemifield plus 59°
on the right), and the highest luminance is confined to a very
peripheral area because the observer was asked to fixate straight
ahead. As long as this extremely peripheral highest luminance
counts less than the foveal highest luminance in the disk/surround
dome of Figure 15E, the model does indeed predict that the black
area looks lighter in Figure 15B than in Figure 15E.

On the basis of the highest-luminance rule, the anchoring model
would predict equal values for the two black regions. Given that
the black area is, if anything, greater in the disk/surround dome,
engaging the area rule would lead to the prediction that the black
region appears lighter in this condition, the opposite of what is
observed.

Figure 15. Actual (left panel) and perceived (right panel) gray shades, in
Munsell values, in the dome experiments of Li and Gilchrist (1999). From
“An Anchoring Theory of Lightness Perception” by A. Gilchrist, C.
Kossyfidis, F. Bonato, T. Agostini, J. Cataliotti, X. Li, et al., 1999,
Psychological Review, 106, p. 800. Copyright 1999 by the American
Psychological Association. Adapted with permission.
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Background does not appear lighter than (alleged) figure. The
last apparent piece of evidence against the surround rule comes
from the comparison between the black regions in the two large
oval conditions. In Figure 15F, the black region represents the
background, and, as such, it should appear, if not white, at least
lighter than the oval black region in Figure 15D. On the contrary,
they look identical (Munsell 6 vs. 6.2, a nonsignificant difference).

Now, it is highly questionable whether the oval in Figure 15D
can be regarded as a perceptual figure on a background. In these
experiments, the oval area subtended 118 � 91 degrees of visual
angle, and observers were asked to fixate in the center. That is, this
was a huge region rimmed by a relatively thin (and very periph-
eral) border; it was much more like a large, empty surround than
like a figure. Incidentally, if it had been a perceptual figure, the
oval in Figure 15D would have appeared significantly darker than
the background in Figure 15F, because of the well-known Wolff
effect (illustrated earlier in this article). If this is the case, then, in
a double-anchoring approach the black regions of Figures 15F and
15D are indeed expected to appear identical.

Li and Gilchrist interpret the whole of their results as supporting
the area rule (the larger, the lighter) rather than the surround rule.
However, note that, if the area rule made sense, the black region in
Figure 15F should look the same shade of gray as the black region
in Figure 15A, because they are reported to have about the same
size; nevertheless, the first appeared significantly lighter than the
second (Munsell 6 vs. 4.5). Assuming that the black area functions
as background in Figure 15F (and hence expands by amodally
continuing behind the oval) and as figure in Figure 15A only begs
the question of why, then, the functionally large background in
Figure 15F is not perceived to be lighter than the oval in Figure
15D. None of these data support the area rule.

Effect of Size on Lightness in a Bipartite Dome

Take the case of a light dome where one sector is dark, and
consider what happens when the dark sector is increased at the
expense of the light region. The light region always appears white
and is unaffected by changes in its relative size, but the dark region
becomes progressively lighter (Gilchrist, 2002; see solid symbols
in Figure 16). In the original anchoring model, the first result is
expected but the second is not. The dark region can lighten only by
virtue of the area rule, but the area rule only applies when the dark
region occupies more than 50% of the field. Therefore, the model
would predict a flat line for the first three data points in Figure 16.

Note that from a double-anchoring standpoint both regions are
functionally surrounds, because neither has fully delimited bound-
aries. Consider now the dark sector (surround) as it becomes larger
and larger. At the surround step, it is always white; at the HL step,
its lightness is always equal to its luminance ratio to the light
region defined as white. This time, the events of interest take place
at the weighting stage. In keeping with the weight/area rule we
have illustrated earlier, the surround step receives a weight pro-
portional to the area of the surround itself; the HL step receives a
weight proportional to the area of the highest-luminance region.
The light sector is assigned an identical value of white at both
steps, so that weighting is inconsequential.

In Figure 16, the open symbols represent the lightness values
predicted by the double-anchoring model for two regions whose
luminance ratio is 4.39, as in the experiment by Gilchrist (2002).

These are the values generated by Equation 2 for any two lumi-
nances whose ratio is 4.39, when the weight of the surround step
is directly proportional, and the HL-step weight inversely propor-
tional, to the relative area of the dark sector.

Testing the Model: Lightness and Darkness Enhancement
in Illusory Figures

The original anchoring theory predicts neither the lightness
enhancement observed in illusory figures created by black induc-
ers on a white background (as anchors, the illusory figure and the
background are expected to look identically white) nor the dark-
ness enhancement observed in their negatives (being judged rela-
tive to anchors of the same luminance, the illusory figure and the
background are expected to look identically black). In the double-
anchoring theory, on the contrary, both effects come as a natural
consequence of the surround rule, as illustrated in Figure 17.

In the standard Kanizsa square with black inducers on a white
background (top row), for example, the local framework consists
of a white illusory region partly surrounded by black inducers.
(How the illusory region emerges in the first place is irrelevant
here, given that contour formation and lightness enhancement have
been shown to be separate phenomena; e.g., Dresp, Lorenceau, &
Bonnet, 1990). The illusory region is white at the HL step and
superwhite at the surround step, when it becomes anchored to a
white-by-default black surround (the inducers), but the background
is white at both steps. On the other hand, in the Kanizsa square
with white inducers on a black background (bottom row), the
illusory region is black at the HL step and black at the surround
step, when it gets anchored to a white surround (the inducers),
whereas the background is black at the HL step but white at the
surround step. Thus, the double-anchoring model makes a non-
trivial prediction: In the standard display, the illusory figure light-
ens relative to the surround; in the reversed-polarity display, the
surround lightens relative to the figure. The illusory figure will

Figure 16. The lightness of the higher-luminance sector in a bipartite
dome does not depend on its relative area (solid diamonds), but the
lightness of the lower-luminance sector does increase with its relative area
(solid circles; Gilchrist, 2002). The open symbols represent the lightness
values predicted by the double-anchoring model. See Appendix D.
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therefore look lighter than its surround in the white-background
display, darker than its surround in the black-background display;
and, in both cases, the strength of the effect will be a direct
function of the contrast of the inducers (as found by Matthews &
Welch, 1997).

Testing the Model: “Illumination Discounting”

Influence of Depicted Illumination on Lightness

Altering the simple stimulus of Figure 1 so as to make it more
consistent with two evenly illuminated objects, as in the top panel
of Figure 18, produces a modest simultaneous contrast effect.
However, if the scene layout suggests that one of the objects lies
in shadow and the other in light, as in the middle panel of
Figure 18, the illusion increases considerably. All disks are iden-
tical, though, and their local surrounds are also identical.

Effects such as these have been used to support the idea that
simultaneous lightness contrast cannot be explained other than
“empirically,” that is, on the basis of past experience with stimuli
generated by different combinations of illumination and reflec-
tance (Purves, Williams, Nundy, & Lotto, 2004; Williams, Mc-
Coy, & Purves, 1998). Yet, the influence of portrayed illumination

on lightness is no real challenge to an anchoring model. In both the
top and middle panels of Figure 18, the local frameworks, one
black and one white, are equal for each pair of disks and determine
locally identical contrast effects. In the top panel, however, the two
disks belong to the same superlocal framework (the spotlight) via
the grouping principle of common region, and in this shared
framework their lightnesses are equal. In the middle panel, the two

Figure 17. Double-anchoring explanation of lightness (standard-polarity
display, top row) and darkness (reversed-polarity display, bottom row)
enhancement in the Kanizsa square. Local values at each step are shown for
the illusory figure (left column) and the surround (right column). As can be
seen, the lightness difference between illusory figure and surround arises,
in both displays, at the surround step. HL � highest luminance; SURR �
surround.

Figure 18. The effect of depicted illumination on lightness. Top panel:
The two disks are assigned different lightness values locally but equal
lightness values superlocally. Middle panel: The two disks are assigned
different lightness values locally and different lightness values superlo-
cally. Bottom panel: The different lightness values assigned superlocally
weigh more than the different lightness values assigned locally. All disks
are the same shade of gray.
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disks belong to different superlocal frameworks (spotlight and
shadow), and in these frameworks their lightnesses are unequal;
the disk on black, being the highest luminance, is actually white.

These different superlocal assignments carry a lot of weight in
the final average, because the spotlight and shadow frameworks
group together in an overlay framework (strengthened by top-
down information about the scene layout). We thus expect super-
local assignments to weigh more than local assignments. This is
shown in the bottom panel of Figure 18. Paradoxically, the disk on
the open book in the spotlight appears more similar to the disk on
the black book in the spotlight (right) than to the disk on the open
book in the shadow (left), although local ratios would dictate the
opposite. The leftmost disk has a gray surround but looks distinctly
lighter than the rightmost disk, which has a black surround. Again,
this might be labeled reverse contrast, but it can also simply be
interpreted as ordinary contrast in a framework less local but more
powerful.

Lightness of Objects Under Two Illuminations Levels

Another problem that has so far been considered to transcend
the scope and explanatory capacity of an anchoring model is that
of judging the lightness of a single object that lies half in the
shadow and half in the light (Zdravkovic & Gilchrist, 2000). One
example is the open book in the middle panel of Figure 18
(disregard the gray disks now). In the double-anchoring model,
two illumination levels cast across an object create two adjacent
frameworks sustained by luminance polarity and similarity (the
shadowed portion of the object plus the other regions in the
shadow, the illuminated portion of the object plus the other regions
in the light) and one overlay framework based on good continua-
tion and conveyed by X-junctions (formed where the contour of
the object meets the border between the two regions of illumina-
tion). Observers can make separate lightness matches for the
shadowed region, the nonshadowed region, and the whole object.
For the first two matches, observers are required to pay attention

to only one region at a time (the one in the shadow or the one in
the light). This deactivates the overlay framework, which is by
definition founded on the extended context, thereby conflating the
illuminant and object components.

When asked to estimate the lightness of the object (its “true”
color), however, observers must take the whole object and its
context into account, establishing the overlay framework of every-
day vision. In the model, the lightness of the whole object is
simply a weighted average of the lightnesses of its two parts, the
one in the shadow and the one in the light, that is, of the lightnesses
computed in the two frameworks that compose the overlay frame-
work. Such weighting depends on the familiar parameters of size,
articulation, and absolute luminance. If one of the two frameworks
is larger and the other is brighter (say, half of the object lies in the
same illumination as the rest of the visual field, and the other half
is illuminated by a spotlight), we expect a compromise between the
two lightnesses. However, if one of the two frameworks is larger,
more articulated, and more intensely illuminated than the other
(say, half of the object lies in the same illumination as the rest of
a highly articulated scene, and the other half is under a shadow),
the final object lightness will in practice be determined entirely by
the lightness computed in the well-lit framework. Both expecta-
tions coincide with the results obtained experimentally (Zdrav-
kovic & Gilchrist, 2000).

Snake Illusion and the Shredded and Reversed Snakes

Other examples of overlay frameworks can be seen in Figure 19,
which depicts Adelson’s (2000) snake illusion together with two of
Bressan’s (2001) variations (the shredded snake and the reversed
snake). In the snake illusion (left display), the top two diamonds
look much lighter than the bottom two. These pairs of diamonds
belong to an overlay framework of the strong form created by
nonreversing X-junctions (i.e., X-shaped junctions where both
pairs of edges, left-right and top-bottom, preserve contrast sign),
which brings about adjoining stripes of shadow and light. The top

Figure 19. Left panel: The snake illusion (Adelson, 2000). Middle and right panels: The shredded snake and
the reversed snake. The contrast effect (whereby the top diamonds appear lighter than the bottom diamonds) is
large in the snake, a little weaker in the shredded snake, and virtually gone in the reversed snake. All diamonds
are the same shade of gray. The left panel is reprinted with permission from Figure 20, p. 349, of the chapter
“Lightness Perception and Lightness Illusions” by E. H. Adelson, as published in M. Gazzaniga (Ed.), The New
Cognitive Neurosciences, copyright 2000 by MIT Press. The middle and right panels are reprinted with
permission from Figure 6, p. 1038, of “Explaining Lightness Illusions,” by P. Bressan, as published in
Perception, 30, copyright 2001 by Pion Limited, London.
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diamonds are full increments in their framework; as such, they are
white at the HL step and superwhite at the surround step. The
bottom diamonds are full decrements in their framework; as such,
they are gray at both steps, because they are assessed relative to the
white half-ellipses and to their own light gray background,
respectively.

In the middle display of Figure 19, I have cut up the snake into
horizontal shreds and shifted every second stripe. This has re-
placed X-junctions with T-junctions and destroyed the overlay
framework. Here, we expect a lightness illusion similar to that
observed in the intact snake (local assignments are the same as in
the intact snake) but not as powerful, because, by virtue of their
being weaker than the components of overlay frameworks, stan-
dard frameworks weigh less in the final average. (The final aver-
age includes peripheral assignments, identical for all diamonds.) A
slight but statistically significant decrease of the effect is indeed
found experimentally (Bressan, 2001).

One might object that overlay frameworks are simply old Helm-
holtzian “illumination discounting” in new clothing. Objects that
appear to sit in the shadow, or under a dark filter, must be, or have
repeatedly turned out to be in the past (Purves et al., 2004), lighter
than equiluminant objects sitting in the light and are therefore seen
as such. The right display of Figure 19 is at odds with this
argument and shows that the explanatory power of illumination
discounting is, at best, inadequate (see also Bressan, 2003). Here,
by swapping the external and internal half-ellipses of the snake, I
have reversed their polarities. X-junctions are nonreversing, ex-
actly as in the snake, and two adjacent stripes of shadow and light
come into view, exactly as in the snake. Illumination discounting
should lead to a lightening of the bottom diamonds relative to the
top diamonds, because, this time, it is they that are covered by a
dark medium. Yet, this display generates no contrast illusion at all
(Bressan, 2001). From an anchoring perspective, the explanation is
simple: All diamonds are increments relative to half of their
frameworks but decrements relative to the other half. As such, they
are darkened and lightened at the same time.

Testing the Model: Inter- and Intraindividual Differences

Equivalent Surrounds and Conflicting Frameworks

Imagine a two-by-two checkerboard, which has in the middle a
target square whose luminance is between the luminances of the
checks, as in the bottom rows of Figure 20. Now imagine an
identical target square, sitting on a homogeneous surround whose
luminance is equal to the checkerboard’s average luminance. The
original anchoring model requires that the first square appear
darker than the second, by virtue of its being assessed relative to
a higher local highest luminance (the bright checks). Increasing the
checkerboard contrast, all the way to black and white, further
augments the highest luminance and should make the square
accordingly darker and darker.

It has been shown (Schirillo & Shevell, 1996) that this is indeed
true when the target is closer in luminance to the bright than to the
dim checks (a case I shall call partial increment) but not when it
is closer in luminance to the dim than to the bright checks (a case
I shall call partial decrement). In the former case, the darkening
effect is obvious and increases in a very clean manner with
checkerboard contrast. In the latter case, different observers re-

Figure 20. Grouping in partial-increment (top panel) and partial-decrement
(bottom panel) checkerboard displays, according to the double-anchoring model.
The central square participates in two nested frameworks, local (top row) and
superlocal (bottom row). Within each framework, the central square receives two
lightness assignments: one at the highest-luminance (HL) step (left column), which
is determined by its luminance ratio to the highest luminance, and the other at the
surround step (right column), which is determined by its luminance ratio to the
surround. In the local framework, the role of surround is played by the more similar
checks; in the superlocal framework, the role of surround is played by the average
luminance of the checkerboard.
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spond differently, and between-session variability tends to be high
for some. Such an asymmetry arises naturally in the double-
anchoring model.

The framework arrangement for the two types of target (partial
increment and partial decrement) is shown in Figure 20. The bright
and dim checks represent opposite contrast polarities relative to the
target. This originates two potential (alternative) local frameworks,
each containing the target and one set of checks, either the bright
or the dim set. All conditions are equal here except for luminance
similarity, on the basis of which partly incremental patches tend to
group with the brighter checks (top panel, top row) and partly
decremental patches tend to group with the dimmer checks (bot-
tom panel, top row). These local frameworks are nested into a
superlocal framework (target plus checkerboard; bottom row in
both panels) founded upon adjacency.

Note that neither framework is stable. Grouping with the check-
erboard is strengthened by adjacency but weakened by conflicting
contrast polarities. Grouping with the appropriate set of checks is
strengthened by luminance similarity but weakened by spatial
arrangement, that is, discouraged by the specific layout of
T-junctions (target and checks do not share the stem of the Ts).

As can be seen in Figure 20, top panel, in the case of partial
increments the lightness assignments that the target receives in the
two frameworks (relative to an identical target on the luminance-
equivalent surround) go in the same direction. In the superlocal
framework the target darkens, because, at the HL step, it is
anchored to the brighter check. In the local framework the target
darkens even more, because it is anchored to the brighter check
both at the HL and at the surround steps. For partial increments,
then, luminance-similarity grouping leads to an increase of the
illusion, and darkening is expected to increase neatly with check-
erboard contrast.

The same process, however, yields antithetical results for partly
decremental patches, which tend to group with the dimmer rather
than with the brighter checks (Figure 20, bottom panel). The
lightness assignments that the target receives in the two frame-
works (relative to an identical target on the luminance-equivalent
surround) go in opposite directions. In the superlocal framework
the target darkens, because, at the HL step, it is anchored to the
brighter check. Yet, in the local framework the target lightens,
because it is white at the HL step (where it is the highest lumi-
nance) and superwhite at the surround step (where it is anchored to
the dimmer checks defined as white). The final lightness of the
target will be a weighted compromise between these two rival
tendencies.

Darkening due to superlocal grouping is expected to increase
with checkerboard contrast, because the luminance of the bright
checks increases. However, lightening due to local grouping is also
expected to increase with checkerboard contrast, the reason being
that superwhite induction at the surround step increases because
the luminance of the dimmer checks decreases. The relative
strength of the second force, and therefore the final balance, will
depend on the weight given to luminance grouping, which makes
for precarious settings. Relatively small weights will yield unstable
darkening, whereas, under strong luminance grouping, the two
conflicting forces will cancel each other out, resulting in no dark-
ening whatsoever. Both outcomes have been observed empirically
(Schirillo & Shevell, 1996). Note that it has been shown that the
tendency of individual subjects to give more or less weight to

luminance grouping is consistent across experiments. For a de-
tailed analysis, see Bressan (2006).

Modulation of Lightness by Voluntary Attention

As we have seen in our discussion of the Wolff effect, it has
been known for a long time that a region can vary in lightness as
a function of whether it is interpreted as figure or as ground
(Coren, 1969). From a double-anchoring perspective, the new
effect shown in Figure 21, top display (Tse, 2005), and currently
unexplained, falls under the same umbrella. If one looks at the
central fixation spot while attending to any of the three gray disks,
the attended disk appears to darken. This disk is automatically
pulled in front of the others and becomes an overlapping transpar-
ent surface, that is, a figure, whereas the others are forced to play
background. As attention shifts from one disk to another, the role
of figure swaps accordingly.

In the model, a decremental disk appears to darken when it is
seen as figure relative to when it is seen as background for the
same reason that the decremental disks in Wolff’s illusion (see
Figure 11) look darker than the decremental background. In the
same vein, if the disks in Figure 21 were increments, a symmet-
rical effect should be observed, whereby the attended disk looks
slightly lighter. This is precisely what has been reported (Tse,
2005).

According to the model, the effect is more compelling than
Wolff’s and Coren’s effects because it is founded on overlay,
rather than standard, frameworks. This interpretation of the illu-
sion suggests two further predictions. First, if the relative darken-
ing of the front disk is due to the gray of the background disks
being diluted by a white assignment at the surround step, the
illusion should diminish with very light disks. This can be seen in
the middle display. Second, if the effect is based on the attended
disk being pulled in front relative to the others in an overlay
framework, the illusion should depend crucially on depth/transpar-
ency cues such as the area of overlap. This can be seen in the
bottom display.

Testing the Model: Summary and Conclusion

In this article, I have shown that an anchoring model of lightness
similar to Gilchrist et al.’s (1999) model can succeed in predicting
a large variety of empirical data, provided that anchoring to highest
luminance is complemented by anchoring to surround luminance
and that the definition of frameworks is modified and expanded.

I have shown that the necessity of surround anchoring is inde-
pendently demonstrated by (a) the effects of surround luminance
(Bressan & Actis-Grosso, 2001), surround articulation (Figure 7;
Bressan & Actis-Grosso, 2006), and surrounding gradient polarity
(the Christmas wall-of-blocks, Figure 2; see also Bressan, 2001)
on highest-luminance targets; (b) the effect of remote surround
luminance on targets surrounded by identical highest luminances
(the butterfly illusion, Figure 8); (c) the effect of relative area on
the lightness of the darker sector in a bipartite dome, when this
sector occupies less than 50% of the field (Gilchrist, 2002); and (d)
lightness and darkness enhancement in illusory figures. None of
these effects is predicted by highest-luminance anchoring alone,
whether or not this is assisted by scale normalization and an area
rule.
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The necessity of introducing a combination of double anchoring
and modified frameworks is demonstrated by (a) the staircase Gelb
effect: the exact slope of the curve (Cataliotti, 1993), the decrease
in compression with room illumination off (Cataliotti, 1993), the
difference in curves obtained with and without special illumination
in a black laboratory (Bressan, 2002), hypercompression (A. Gil-
christ, personal communication, June 2000), and insulation (Gil-

christ & Cataliotti, 1994); (b) several hitherto unexplained data on
lightness in bipartite domes (Li & Gilchrist, 1999); (c) opposite
effects between one increment–one decrement and double-
decrement versions of the dungeon illusion (see Figure 9); (d)
inconsistent outcomes of an increase in the highest luminance in
equivalent-surround experiments and inter- and intraindividual
differences in some conditions but not others (Schirillo & Shevell,
1996); and (e) modulation of lightness by voluntary attention (Tse,
2005). None of these effects is predicted by the original single-
anchoring model.

The present article, unlike Gilchrist et al.’s (1999), offers quan-
titative predictions. These are generated by using two simple ratio
rules (i.e., highest-luminance and surround anchoring); by using
frameworks that are transparently determined by grouping laws
whose existence has been demonstrated independently, thereby
avoiding a vague or post hoc approach; and by using weights that
are constrained by a conceptually meaningful principle. This prin-
ciple affirms that a contextual region’s size, articulation, and
absolute luminance (in nature, the latter covaries with the intensity
of illumination) signal how rich in information that region is, and
therefore how much faith should be placed in its contribution.

It might be objected that my model fits the empirical data so
well because weights can be adjusted at will. The model uses two
weights: the relative weight of surround anchoring (i.e., the ratio
between the weights of surround and highest-luminance anchoring
in the local framework), and the relative weight of local anchoring
(i.e., the ratio between the weights of the local and peripheral
frameworks). This potential objection is invalid for two reasons.
First, the weights are not free parameters. Whereas it is true that
these ratios can be appropriately augmented or reduced, whether
the numerator is larger or smaller than the denominator is always
constrained (e.g., an increase in surround size cannot possibly lead
to a decrease in surround-anchoring weight). Second, the same
weights are used for all data points in the data set. This generates
just one slope, and no creative use of weights can guarantee that
such a slope will fit all points.

It might also be objected that my model must necessarily do
better than Gilchrist et al.’s (1999) because it has one additional
parameter, and the latter will improve the fit because of its math-
ematical advantage, not its conceptual validity. This criticism can
be rebutted on two accounts—a general one and a circumstantial
one. First, the argument would hold if this parameter were a free
parameter, but surround anchoring is a fixed parameter. Even
though its contribution is partly adjustable, a wrong fixed param-
eter would worsen the fit rather than improve it. Second, and more
important, it is not at all obvious that my model has an additional
parameter. Gilchrist et al.’s scale normalization and area rule are
parameters as well. Although it is true that my model has three
weighting factors (relative size, articulation, and absolute lumi-
nance), Gilchrist et al.’s model has four (perceived field size,
articulation, configuration, and insulation).

Moreover, the choice of surround anchoring as a parameter can
be justified on independent grounds, both theoretical and empiri-
cal. In the language of the model, a surround is any region that
groups with the target in a framework. Because the target ulti-
mately groups with all regions in the visual field to some degree or
other (at least by retinal proximity for lack of stronger forces),
surround anchoring simply expresses the notion that the target is
influenced by all contextual luminances. Such influences must, of

Figure 21. Shifting attention between the disks, while fixating the central
point, brings about a change in their lightnesses; the attended disk appears
to darken. The top display is similar to the one originally described by Tse
(2005). The illusion is weaker in the middle display and gone in the bottom
display.
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course, be scaled by relevance. To recover the “true” gray shade of
objects, we need information about the intensity of the light that
bathes them. The more it “belongs” to the target, the more a
contextual region is likely to share the same illumination and
thereby provide relevant information. This is why the weight of
another region’s luminance in the assessment of the target’s light-
ness must fall off with decreasing proximity, depth similarity,
alignment, and luminance polarity or similarity, that is, with de-
creasing likelihood that the two regions are identically illuminated.
From an ecological perspective, this is what the concept of group-
ing or belongingness is all about.

The influence of contextual luminances must be scaled by
relevance of relevance or information reliability as well: Once
the extent to which they belong to the target has been estimated
(first order of relevance), regions that convey more abundant
and dependable information about the illumination level and the
target’s “true” color should be given more importance (second
order of relevance). It is in the interest of accurate, “veridical”
perception that large, richly articulated surrounds are given more
weight than small, uniform ones or that stable, well-lighted frame-
works are given more weight than volatile, poorly lit ones. From
an ecological perspective, this is where the weighting rules stem
from.

In the model, (a) hierarchical frameworks and (b) weighting
within and between frameworks are simply two aspects of the very
same idea, that is, two ways to accomplish scaling by relevance.
Frameworks express how much each contextual luminance be-
longs, and—as I have explained—therefore matters, to the target;
weighting rules express how much that relationship is going to
count relative to all the others.

Rationale of Double Anchoring

To be of any practical help in identifying the elements in a
scene, the lightness of objects must remain the same whenever the
amount of light falling upon them changes, either over time (over-
all changes in illumination) or over space (local changes in illu-
mination; illumination-independent, or Type I constancy). The
lightness of objects must also remain the same whenever they are
seen against backgrounds of different luminances (background-
independent, or Type II constancy).

Now, it is easy to see that we do not need double anchoring to
solve the problem of lightness constancies. In principle, constancy
over time is perfect with either highest-luminance or surround
anchoring alone. Both rely on the extraction of a luminance ratio
between surfaces in a scene and on the definition of one of the

Figure 22. My living room. The lighter of the disks under the chair is the same gray as the darker of the disks
in front of the window. The lighter of the disks under the chair appears nearly fluorescent and the lighter of the
disks in front of the window does not, although the first has a Munsell value of about 6, whereas the second, with
a Munsell value of 9.5, is the highest luminance in the scene. The two disks under the chair are the same gray
as the two disks pasted on the mirror above the chair. Impressive illusions such as these are assisted by top-down
grouping, which creates here strong overlay frameworks that are interpreted as separate regions of illumination.
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members of such a ratio (the highest luminance in the first case, the
surround in the second) as “white.” Because the luminance ratio
between the regions in a scene is unaffected by the overall inten-
sity of the illumination, the resulting lightness values remain
constant. (In the double-anchoring model, such a constancy is
actually expected to be approximate rather than perfect, because of
the small but not negligible role of absolute luminance in deter-
mining the relative weights of the two anchoring steps.)

Constancy over space, on the other hand, cannot be perfect with
either type of anchoring. Imagine two identical objects on a uni-
form surround, and imagine that the sun shines on half of the scene
(one object, and its local surround) and not on the other half. This
is a scene that is supposed to give rise to illumination-independent
constancy. Locally, the two objects are assigned identical values
under either type of anchoring. As soon as they get anchored to the
peripheral framework, however, constancy is necessarily lost. Un-
der highest-luminance anchoring, this happens because the lower-
luminance object becomes anchored to the brightest of the regions
in the sun; therefore, it ends up looking darker than the other.
Under surround anchoring, on the other hand, the lower-luminance
object becomes anchored to the region in the sun, whereas the
higher-luminance object becomes anchored to the region in the
shade. The first ratio is much smaller than the second, so that,
again, the object in the shade ends up looking darker than the
other. In short, under either kind of anchoring we expect spatial
underconstancy.

Consider now the case where two identical objects stand on two
different backgrounds, black and white, under the same illumina-
tion. This is a scene that is supposed to give rise to background-
independent constancy. Under highest-luminance anchoring, the
object on black is locally white (whereas the object on white is
not), thus the object on black ends up looking lighter than the
other. Under surround anchoring, on the other hand, the object on
black is locally superwhite (whereas the object on white is not),
thus, again, the object on black ends up looking lighter than the
other. Under either kind of anchoring, we expect simultaneous
lightness contrast.

Regarding the problem of lightness constancy, then, two anchor-
ings are not better than one; either will do, admirably when the
level of illumination changes over time and imperfectly when
luminance variations occur over space, as in Figure 22. Hence one
may ask why we should be equipped with two.

Highest-luminance and surround anchoring have in essence the
same structure and generate similar outcomes, with one outstand-
ing exception: the perception of luminosity. I suggest that double
anchoring evolved from the necessity of spotting, quickly and
reliably, regions of extraordinary luminance. These are, for exam-
ple, regions that emit light, such as fire, or reflect it specularly,
such as water in sunlight or predators’ eyes at night. To a visual
system relying on a surround-as-white principle only, all regions
that represent luminance increments relative to their backgrounds
would look luminous. To a visual system based purely on a
highest-luminance-as-white principle, on the other hand, no sur-
face would ever look luminous. A combination of the two mech-
anisms permits the discrimination of surface colors from light
sources and reflective regions. The latter can be seen as luminous
uniquely by virtue of surround anchoring; and can be discrimi-
nated from all other incremental surfaces, and therefore pop out,

only when anchoring to the surround is assisted by anchoring to
the highest luminance.
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Appendix A

Predicted Matching Luminances for Simultaneous Lightness Contrast

Lt Ls Lh Ws Wh Tl Lh Tp Wl Wp Lw LM

7.95 35.21 35.21 Any 1 0.23 111.9 0.07 0.3 0.7 111.9 13.14
7.95 57.91 57.91 Any 1 0.14 111.9 0.07 0.3 0.7 111.9 10.17
7.95 93.24 93.24 Any 1 0.09 111.9 0.07 0.3 0.7 111.9 8.43

13.80 35.21 35.21 Any 1 0.39 111.9 0.12 0.3 0.7 111.9 22.82
13.80 57.91 57.91 Any 1 0.24 111.9 0.12 0.3 0.7 111.9 17.66
13.80 93.24 93.24 Any 1 0.15 111.9 0.12 0.3 0.7 111.9 14.63

25.07 35.21 35.21 Any 1 0.71 111.9 0.22 0.3 0.7 111.9 41.45
25.07 57.91 57.91 Any 1 0.43 111.9 0.22 0.3 0.7 111.9 32.08
25.07 93.24 93.24 Any 1 0.27 111.9 0.22 0.3 0.7 111.9 26.58

Note. Matching luminance (LM) of a test square on a 111.9 cd/m2 background as predicted from the luminance of a
comparison decremental square (Lt) on a variable background (Ls), for three luminances of the comparison square and three
luminances of the variable background. All labels are defined in the text. The underscored labels Lh and Tp stand,
respectively, for the highest luminance and the territorial lightness in the peripheral framework. Territorial lightnesses are
computed as follows, Tl � (Lt/Ls � Ws � Lt/Lh � Wh)/(Ws � Wh) and Tp � Lt/Lh. The last column of the table contains
the predicted final values, LM � [(T1 � Wl � Tp � Wp)/(Wl � Wp)] � Lw.

(Appendixes continue)
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Appendix B

Predicted Matching Reflectances for the Staircase Gelb Effect

Rt Rs Rh Ws Wh Tl Rh Tp Wl Wp Rw RM

3 12.0 90 0.50 1 0.11 3 1.00 1 0.35 90 30.37
12 16.5 90 1.00 1 0.43 12 1.00 1 0.35 90 52.02
30 35.5 90 1.00 1 0.59 30 1.00 1 0.35 90 62.61
59 60.0 90 1.00 1 0.82 59 1.00 1 0.35 90 77.96
90 59.0 90 0.50 1 1.18 90 1.00 1 0.35 90 101.7

3 12.0 90 0.10 1 0.05 90 0.03 1 1.75 90 3.64
12 16.5 90 0.20 1 0.23 90 0.13 1 1.75 90 15.24
30 35.5 90 0.20 1 0.42 90 0.33 1 1.75 90 32.79
59 60.0 90 0.20 1 0.71 90 0.66 1 1.75 90 60.79
90 59.0 90 0.10 1 1.05 90 1.00 1 1.75 90 91.56

3 12.0 90 0.50 1 0.11 3 1.00 1 0.00 90 9.50
12 16.5 90 1.00 1 0.43 12 1.00 1 0.00 90 38.73
30 35.5 90 1.00 1 0.59 30 1.00 1 0.00 90 53.03
59 60.0 90 1.00 1 0.82 59 1.00 1 0.00 90 73.75
90 59.0 90 0.50 1 1.18 90 1.00 1 0.00 90 105.8

3 12.0 90 0.10 1 0.05 3 1.00 1 0.00 90 4.77
12 16.5 90 0.20 1 0.23 12 1.00 1 0.00 90 20.91
30 35.5 90 0.20 1 0.42 30 1.00 1 0.00 90 37.68
59 60.0 90 0.20 1 0.71 59 1.00 1 0.00 90 63.92
90 59.0 90 0.10 1 1.05 90 1.00 1 0.00 90 94.30

Note. Top two blocks: Matching reflectance on white (RM) of each square in a Gelb staircase as predicted from its
reflectance and position relative to the other squares, in a large, illuminated, and highly articulated laboratory. First block
is spotlight on; second block is spotlight off. In the spotlight-on condition, the contribution of the peripheral framework
(Wp), that is, of the laboratory scene, is 0.35:1. Removal of the spotlight is reflected by a fivefold decrease in local
surround-step weight (Ws) and by a fivefold increase in the weight of the peripheral framework (Wp). Bottom two blocks:
Matching reflectance on white (RM) of each square in a Gelb staircase in a small and entirely black laboratory. The
contribution of the peripheral framework (Wp), that is, of the laboratory scene, is vanishingly small (here, zero). Third block
is spotlight on; fourth block is spotlight off. Removal of the spotlight is reflected by a fivefold decrease in local
surround-step weight (Ws).

Appendix C

Predicted Matching Reflectances for the Effects of Area of Figure on Background

Lt Ls Lh Ws Wh Tl Lh Tp Wl Wp Rw RM

16 16 25 1 1.5 0.78 539 0.03 1 0.37 90 52.23
16 16 45 1 1.5 0.61 539 0.03 1 0.37 90 41.01
16 16 69 1 1.5 0.54 539 0.03 1 0.37 90 36.14
16 16 89 1 1.5 0.51 539 0.03 1 0.37 90 34.08
16 16 106 1 1.5 0.49 539 0.03 1 0.37 90 32.95
16 16 151 1 1.5 0.46 539 0.03 1 0.37 90 31.18

16 16 25 17 1.0 0.98 539 0.03 1 0.37 90 65.10
16 16 45 17 1.0 0.96 539 0.03 1 0.37 90 64.06
16 16 69 17 1.0 0.96 539 0.03 1 0.37 90 63.61
16 16 89 17 1.0 0.95 539 0.03 1 0.37 90 63.42
16 16 106 17 1.0 0.95 539 0.03 1 0.37 90 63.32
16 16 151 17 1.0 0.95 539 0.03 1 0.37 90 63.15

Note. Matching reflectance on white (RM) of a 16 cd/m2 surround of constant size as predicted from the luminance (Lh)
and from the area (either large, top block, or 17 times smaller, bottom block) of an incremental square sitting on it. Shrinking
the incremental square (local highest luminance) has two consequences: First, it decreases the weight of the highest-
luminance step (here, from 1.5 to 1); second, it increases the weight of the surround step (here, from 1 to 17). In the
experiment by Bonato and Gilchrist (1999), reflectance matches were made to a separately illuminated Munsell scale on
white, where white had a reflectance of 90% and a luminance of 539 cd/m2. Therefore, this white on the Munsell scale was
the peripheral highest luminance (Lh). The relative contribution of the peripheral framework (Wp) is here, for both
conditions, 0.37:1.
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Appendix D

Predicted Matching Reflectances for the Effects of Area in a Bipartite Ganzfeld

Rt Rs Rh Ws Wh Tl Rw RM

12 12 52.68 0.125 8.000 0.24 90 21.57
12 12 52.68 0.250 4.000 0.27 90 24.59
12 12 52.68 0.500 2.000 0.38 90 34.40
12 12 52.68 0.750 1.333 0.51 90 45.52
12 12 52.68 0.875 1.142 0.56 90 50.64
12 12 52.68 0.938 1.066 0.59 90 53.01
12 12 52.68 0.969 1.032 0.60 90 54.15

Note. Predicted matching reflectance on white (RM) of the dark sector (surround) in a bipartite dome, as a function of its
relative area. The surround-step weight is directly proportional, and the highest-luminance-step weight is inversely
proportional, to the relative area of the dark sector.
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